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Introduction: The mound of material comprising 

Mt. Sharp is considered to be a stack of sedimentary 
rocks, an eroded remnant of deposits that once filled 
Gale Crater [1-5]. If correct, this model must 
ultimately explain why the deposits are higher 
elevation than much of the crater rim, what process 
removed vast amounts of material from an enclosed 
basin, why erosion left a central mound surrounded by 
a flat floor that is 1000 m lower elevation in the 
northern versus southern half of the crater, why similar 
nearby craters were not similarly eroded, and what 
caused Gale to shift dramatically from a center of 
deposition to a site of considerable erosion. 

In searching for answers to these issues, it is worth 
reexamining the prevailing hypothesis that Gale's 
central mound is a large sedimentary deposit. The 
current sedimentary model relies on deposition and 
erosion as the primary processes that shaped Gale and 
Mt. Sharp. This model, however, does not consider the 
possible role of tectonic processes. 

Gale's regional context: Gale Crater straddles the 
topographic boundary between the northern lowlands 
and southern highlands. The dichotomy boundary 
maintains a linear WNW trend over several hundred 
km (Fig 1a). Topographically high blocks of crust litter 
the lowland side of the boundary near Gale, indicating 
that the dichotomy boundary has been modified.  
Modification could have been caused by erosion, but 
the blocks of crust are generally rectilinear and they 
are separated from adjacent blocks by linear or 
curvilinear rifts, indicating that tectonic processes may 
have played a significant role. Tectonic features have 
been documented along the dichotomy boundary and 
previously were suggested to have been modified by 
tectonic processes[6]. 

Linear features occur within Gale Crater and are 
expressed in topography and morphology. Among the 
most notable linear features are the boundaries of the 
central mound that demarcate where the mound meets 
the crater floor (Fig 1b). Linear features typically share 
a common trend with several other features. A number 
of linear features run parallel to the dichotomy 
boundary, including the northern and south-central 
edges of the mound, and the topography of the 
mound's north-central side (Fig 1). Linear features in 
Gale are consistent with the influence of geologic 
structures, joints and/or faults, and are better explained 
by tectonic processes than deposition or erosion. The 
similar trend between major linear features in Gale and 
the dichotomy boundary indicates that Gale was 

influenced by regional structure, and possibly was 
deformed through regional tectonic activity. 

A tectonic model for Gale: We propose that Mt. 
Sharp is a tectonic mountain, formed by crustal uplift 
and related deformation, and influenced by the 
preexisting crater structure (Fig 2). We suggest tectonic 
recession of the dichotomy boundary deformed the 
crust in and around Gale. Crustal movement probably 
was mostly extensional, but would necessarily be 
accommodated by translational movement and areas of 
compression. In this model, the northern portion of the 
crater rim was extended and lowered. Associated 
compressive stress was taken up in center of the crater 
by reactivating preexisting structures in the crater's 
central uplift. Material that was uplifted could have 
included the central peak, additional portions of the 
original crater floor, and other materials that had been 
deposited in Gale after the crater formed, including 
volcanics, impact ejecta, and/or sediment deposited by 
wind or water. Mound materials might have been 
deformed further through thrusting events. Relatively 
modest lateral movement of crust could accommodate 
uplift of several thousand meters. 

 Compared to the sedimentary model, a tectonic 
model for Gale better explains why the central mound 
is nearly as high as the highest parts of the crater rim, 
and why the mound was formed in the crater's center. 
Tectonic uplift and down drop of crustal materials 
provide a comparatively straightforward explanation 
for the major elevation differences observed on the 
crater floor and between Gale's north and south rim. 
The tectonic model essentially eliminates the need for 
massive erosion of material, which is a necessary 
under the current sedimentary model of Gale Crater, 
yet is particularly difficult to explain. 

Implications for Gale geology and MSL: We 
suggest tectonic processes played a critical role in the 
development of Gale Crater. Although we hardly 
expect rapid acceptance of this hypothesis, we strongly 
suggest that tectonic activity be fully considered during 
analysis of data from Gale. In particular, Mars Science 
Laboratory (MSL) investigations should look beyond 
the sedimentary model, and consider tectonism, in 
addition to deposition and erosion, as a major geologic 
factor in shaping Gale. Of most importance, the rather 
straightforward stratigraphic section of Mt. Sharp [2] 
could be far more complex. For example, the clay-
bearing units of the lower mound—the oldest rocks of 
Mt. Sharp under the recognized stratigraphy—could 
quite reasonably be relatively young features if the 
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central mound has been tectonically uplifted. Failure to  
consider tectonic processes for Gale could lead to 
critical misinterpretation of Gale's geologic history and 
even impede successful achievement of MSL scientific 
objectives. If correct, the sedimentary model can only 
be strengthened and refined by ruling out tectonism as 
a major factor. Lastly, orbital data from Gale must be 
reexamined to consider tectonic processes. We have 
begun that effort, and initial results indicate many 
features in Gale have been strongly influenced by 
crustal deformation.  Those results are forthcoming. 
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Figure 1. (a) Regional image of Mar Orbiter Laser 
Altimeter (MOLA) topography [7] overlain on 
Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS) 
daytime infrared global mosaic [8], the dashed line 
shows the dichotomy boundary. (b) THEMIS daytime 
infrared mosaic overlain High-Resolution Stereo 
Camera (HRSC) digital elevation model topography 
[9]. Dashed lines mark linear features; like colors mark 
similar trends with white lines parallel the dichotomy 
boundary. Vertical scale applies to both images. 

 
 
 

 

Figure 2. Conceptual drawings illustrating the  
generalized model for the formation of Mt. Sharp in 
Gale Crater. The model is presented as time steps, from 
A (top) to C (bottom), which show major steps in the 
geologic development of Gale. Time-step C 
encapsulates the period of tectonic deformation, and is 
separated into two illustrations: C1, which shows the 
response to compressional forces and C2, which shows 
related extensional deformation. C1 and C2 drawings 
are separated merely for purposes of illustration of the 
general model, and we do not propose these to be 
discrete series of events. Because tectonic activity 
would have been complex, compressional and 
extensional deformation would likely have occurred 
contemporaneously, changing dynamically over time 
and location.  The geologic structures and topography 
shown in the figure are conceptual, based on a 
composite observations of MOLA and HRSC 
topography, and image data from THEMIS (visible, 
day and night-time infrared) [8,10], Context Camera 
(CTX) [11], and High-Resolution Imaging Science 
Experiment (HiRISE) [12]. 
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